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Introducing America’s #1 Pot Stock Expert

Hi, I’m Ray Blanco. I’m America’s #1 pot stock expert.

We’re days away from an unprecedented event here in the U.S.

I believe the Nov. 6 midterm election will be legal marijuana’s tipping point. I’m talking bigger than California 
and bigger than Canada… This is the moment marijuana goes mainstream.  

When the markets open after election night… fortunes could be made, and I want you to be first in line. 

That’s why Nov. 6, LIVE at 8 p.m. EST, I’m holding a special live broadcast with Emmy Award-winning TV 
show host — and marijuana legalization advocate — Montel Williams. 

During the event, I’ll show you exactly how you could make your own fortune with pot stocks. 

Gains like the 173% gain my readers could have made on a small producer of medical-grade cannabis this 
past spring…

Or even like the 404% gain my readers took on a small Canadian company — one day after Canada legalized 
pot nationwide…

Because of pending election results, there will be a tidal wave of new pot profits for folks ahead of the curve. 

But before we get to that…

Allow me to explain why many call me America’s #1 pot stock expert.

My story is a lot like that of many of my followers. 

I grew up in a working-class household. I played sports, attended church and enjoyed time with my family. 

But a singular event changed my life forever. It’s why I care so much about the marijuana industry. 

At the young age of 20, I was diagnosed with cancer. Fortunately for me, medical technology and the good people 
working to cure me saved my life.
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But I’ll remember that experience forever. And as I became more aware of the medical benefits of marijuana, 
specifically as it relates to diseases like cancer, I knew we had a game-changer on our hands.

For me, it’s personal.

People’s lives will be made infinitely better because of the untapped secrets found in marijuana. 

And there are millions of dollars to be made off this booming industry.  

From the very beginning, I was one of the few who jumped on this trend.

Now, when Fox needs a marijuana industry expert… I’m the first person they call. 

I’ve traveled all over the world scouting out the best profit opportunities for investors in the marijuana space…

I’ve met with company owners, CEOs, growers, scientists behind the scenes… you name it. 

You see, I’ve been at this for over a decade. Over the years, I’ve developed a “who’s who” Rolodex of pot industry 
contacts. I, more than any other analyst out there, can lead you down the path to marijuana fortunes.

My followers can attest to this:

“ I’m a huge fan of Ray Blanco and I’m heavily invested in cannabis stocks… As of two weeks ago, I was 
up $18,000 and since then, $1,000!” — Kevin

“ Thanks for the recommendation! I bought 5,200 shares yesterday morning and made nearly $40,000! 
Not bad for one day’s ‘work.’ More, please!” — Tom

“ I have invested in all of the stocks that you have recommended thus far, so I am up to about 31 pot stocks 
in my portfolio… I was able to make $24,000 in one trading session, which is absolutely amazing, thanks 
to you.” — Scott
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And this was just the beginning. There are plenty more riches out there for you to grab. 

That’s why on Tuesday, Nov. 6, at 8 p.m. EST, I’ll be sitting down with Emmy Award-winning TV host Montel 
Williams to cover this tipping-point event on election night LIVE.

If you want to know the real deal about marijuana legalization, plus how you can profit as marijuana reaches its 
tipping point, you must tune into my special live election night 2018 event on Nov. 6 at 8 p.m. EST.

By the time markets close on Wednesday, Nov. 7, it could already be too late.

See you on the 6th! 

To a bright future, 

Ray Blanco
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